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Meeting Doug for the first time…





Paula picture quote

“As a mentee, I always appreciated Doug's commitment to promoting the success of his students. I valued how he 
opened doors for me while also giving me the room to learn through the process of working independently.

I will always remember his wisdom, kindness, and clarity of thought, as well as his office full of papers stacked high (and 
his incredible ability to find a specific older paper buried within one of many piles)! ” 

- An-Wen Chan 



Doug’s mission to improve 
medical research

• Statistics in medical journals

• Educational writing

• Interpretation of findings

• Reporting guidelines

• Meta-analysis and Cochrane

• Meta-epidemiology and Risk of 
bias



http://www.outcome-reporting-bias.org/





Doug’s contribution to COMET…



(Some of) Doug’s contributions to COMET…

Doug with long-time  collaborators, 
David Moher and Ken Schulz

Reporting guidelines

“Doug was always fun to be with and he did have an infectious laugh.”
“He possessed qualities that brought people together”

- Ken Schulz



Royal Statistical Society Bradford Hill Medal – 1997

BMJ Lifetime Achievement Award – 2015Honorary Doctorate from the University of Utrecht –2015

(Some of) Doug’s Awards…

… if anybody in the audience never heard of Doug, they were 
likely aliens from another planet! That is how influential he was 
(and still is). Doug was modest about his out of the world 
achievements

- David Moher





“One behavior not too many people knew – he was a huge list fanatic e.g. he 
had a list of every peer review he’s ever done – thousands!”

- David Moher

“An editor's life is all about decisions. So many of the difficult decisions I have had to make 
over the years have been made easier - even turned from stressful to delightful - by knowing 
we had Doug to guide us.”

- Fiona Godlee (BMJ EiC)



”Bad research is not good for patients”

Doug’s research mattered to him because 
improving the quality of medical research 

better informed the care of patients.

We have no doubt that Doug’s many 
outstanding contributions have left the 

world a better place for patients



Jeff Aronson- BMJ Blog June 8th 2018

… But the best description of all, in my view, was the 
suggestion that he had “geniousness”. Now this word is 

not to be found in any dictionary that I know of, 
although it deserves to be in them all. So what does it 

mean? Well it’s clearly a portmanteau word.” 

Genius + generousness

Twitter: A “funomenon” - “fun” + “phenomenon” 



Doug we salute you!


